
Sports Control - When Every Second Counts
DNF Controls’ sports controllers provide the tools to help you create
exciting visuals. Designed for the chaotic and fast-paced environment

of sports broadcasting, our familiar and intuitive interfaces let you

quickly mark IN and OUT points, assemble highlight lists, and perform

instant replays so you can stay on top of the game.

Sports Control Workflow Options

Option #1 — Simple Slow Motion Instant Replay
For applications that require basic slow motion instant replay, pair a

VTR/DDR with the ST300 slow motion controller, which can control one

to four VTRs or DDRs individually or ganged together. Simply press one

button on the controller to record the game action, and then press

another button to save the time of noteworthy events as cue points.

You can stop recording, go to a saved cue point, and play it back at

normal or slomo speed. One more button-press will resume the

recording.

Option #2 — Advanced Slow Motion Instant Replay
For more demanding applications, bundle the Sony DSR-DR1000 DDR

with DNF Controls’ ST304-DSR1K slow motion controller, OR match

up DNF’s ST304-SRP slow motion controller with a DDR or video

server that supports simultaneous record and playback. With these

solutions, you can control up to four independent channels, two for

recording and two for playback.

Don’t miss any action — simply place the DDR into record for the

duration of the game. While you’re recording, mark IN and OUT points

to create video segments and save them as cue points. Then you can

go to a saved cue point and play it out at normal or slomo speed.

Option #3 — Advanced Instant Replay with Highlight Lists
Achieve even more power by combining the DMAT Sports Controller

with a multi-channel DDR or video server that supports simultaneous

record and playback. With control of up to four record and four

playback channels, you can create cue points from multiple cameras to

provide different angles of the same event, and create playlists of cue

points, all with only a few key strokes. To create an exciting visual

sequence, play out a sequence of cue points, one seamlessly following

the other.

ST300 Slow Motion Controller
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DMAT Sports Controller
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Everything’s Under Control!

ST300 Slow Motion Controller: Acclaimed worldwide for its performance on demanding, fast action sports
broadcasts. Provides fast, simple, precise control of four VTRs. Highly personalized control options provide
operators the speed and simplicity for fast, accurate replays. Offers a detented wheel or T-bar for smooth slow
motion.

ST304 Slow Motion Controller: The ST304-DSR1K-T, provides fast, easy, reliable and affordable VTR-like
control of Sony’s DSR-DR1000 DVCAM stream-based hard-disk recorder--create, save, and recall clips. T-bar for
smooth slow motion control.

DMAT-O Sports Controller: Slow motion instant replay and highlight list creation and playback has never been
easier. “Elvis-like” functionality allows you to quickly and easily mark, save, and recall clips with minimal keystrokes.
Instantly build and play out highlight lists.

DMAT-EZ Sports Controller: Instant replays and highlight lists are simple, fast, and EZ! VTR-like functionality lets
you quickly and easily mark and save cue points with minimal keystrokes. Create highlight lists of cues, then play
them out. User-friendly display and control panel gives you the right tools for everyday sports broadcasts.


